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The Bible tells us to love our
neighbors, and also to love
our enemies; probably because
they are generally the same
people.
G. K. Chesterton

How to Get
on Google
Earth (Part 3)
By Nathan “Invincible” Miller

As promised, here is the third
part in my accidental series,
“How to Get on Google Streetview/Earth.” Quick recap so far:
I’ve chased down the Streetview car AND been captured
in 3-D by the Bing Maps Navteq
service. The only thing left was
to get on Google Earth’s satellite
imagery. Which, as it turns out,
I did years ago.
The secret to getting on Google
Earth is to be outside as much
as possible. We’re talking for
months on end, nonstop, all
day. As far as I know the public
does not have access to a satellite tracking service that would
be able to pinpoint exactly
where Google’s imaging satellite is at all times, so there is no
way of knowing when it may be
overhead. Therefore you’ve got
to be ready and waiting for it.
... see Earthly on back

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and probably should not be taken seriously... like ALL of the text!

Neuro-mo-logical Deficiencies Lead to
Pants Sagging

Sudoku - Falling into line

by TheHoboSapienChief ~ Daily Bull

Time yields many changes to society
and culture with the influx of
different technologies, natural disasters, and mixing of
peoples. Such changes may
include the rise and fall of
Pogs, impromptu abbreviations (totes, appreesh, vom,
etc), the “poof,” and talking
with pseudo-post-stroke
accent. Some changes
influence the world more
positively than others.

this hypothesis did not hold up to the
lab tests.”

Professor LeeRoy continued to explain that the
current hypothesis that
low riding may be a neurological problem inherent in the individual is
looking promising with
the recent set of tests.
“The most recent tests
are still under analysis,
but so far the data seems
to indicate that low riding
is a result of inhibited brain
pathways connecting the
common sense and the
practicality-evaluating parts
of the brain. While the cause
is not known yet, there appears to be a strong correlation between skateboarders
and low riders. Whether or
not one is an effect of the
other or just a coincidence
is still under investigation.
We’ve also seen some
other correlations with low
riders. They tend: to wear
stripes, saggy hats, and thick
These pants are exposing just

In a Bull investigation of this
subject, we discovered
that some fads are effects
with causes that are different than the intuitive.
One test case of this was
the examination of low riding (pants). We interviewed
Professor L. R. Jenkins, Ph.D.
in Extreme Social Deficiencies,
about the issue, as it relates to
his recent research. “Originally, we thought that low
riding might be a result
of physical problems;
poor belt/pants design
or even a factor of awkward
how much of an ass he is!
posterior growth. However,

... see Pants on back

Remember Remember, the 1st of
November: Hangovers, snow.... or not...
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... Earthly board from front

It’s one thing to be outside all the time,
and it’s another to know where exactly
where you are every day. Luckily for me
I kept track, and I have photo evidence
to back it up. For 3 summers I spent part

or most of my time down on my family’s
ranch in Texas, tending to our property
and building homes for our fainting goats.
At the beginning of each day, I took a picture of the previous day’s work progress.
That way I could go back and see how
efficient I was.
Unbeknownst to me, one of the days
I was out working the Google satellite
flew overhead and snapped a picture
of our area. Images don’t go up instantly,
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three organized piles above the larger
and it would be more than two years heap near ‘A .’
before they went live. Because I check
Google Earth incessantly, I was ready to The picture on the bottom is of the comseek myself out.
pleted house. The Ondura roof came in
large red panels that are assembled like
And lo, there I was! Plain as the daisies! giant shingles. Prior to putting them on
<--- Here is a zoomed in screenshot of the roof, I had them in a pile to the right
me building our first goat house.
of the house, near ‘B’ in the image. Under
the panels is black tar paper. If you look
It may not look like much, but I can assure closely at the satellite image near ‘C’, you
you I am right there in that picture. By can see the difference between the two
studying this image in much the same way colors on the roof. That’s because the
that scientists do low-res images of extra- image was taken while I was still installing
terrestrial worlds, I was able to discover an the panels, meaning I was up there nailing
awful lot about it. Check out these next them down right when satellite flew past.
two images and I will explain.
Because I took pictures of all my progress,
This picture is of the stone I used to build I was able to determine that the satellite
the house with. Before I did anything, I passed over on June 1, 2008, the final
organized it into three piles, one for each day of construction. Looking extra closely
size. The original heap of stone is on the at the satellite image, you can just barely
left outside of the picture. If you look at make out a light-colored blotch of pixels
the satellite image, you can clearly see the amongst the dark roofing. I can safely
assume that’s me.
Think the evidence is inconclusive? Don’t
beleive those pixels are me? Require color
images or lat/lon coordinates? Have better proof that you’ve done it yourself?
Drop me a line at nmmiller@mtu.edu, I’m
up for a chat.

... Pants from front

rimmed, square glasses, and to utilize profanity in inappropriate context, among an
ever expanding list of tendencies.”
Professor LeeRoy and his team’s research causes this writer to beg a few questions.
If there does prove to be some sort of cognitive issue at the base of the problem,
is there anything that need be done about it? Can it really be considered a fad? Or
should it be considered a condition? Witnesses recently saw a man tripped up by
his own jeans in an attempt to flee a crime scene. The under-conditioned officers
were then able to bring this man to justice and prevent further chaos. With positive
outcomes like that and a mental condition on the verge of being exposed, we can
expect to add yet another topic for our soldiers on Capitol Hill to squabble over.

MORE FAN CREATIONS! LET US KNOW IF YOU WANT ONE.
The sender-inner might make you one if you ask really nicely :)

